January, 2021

BCT Inc., a PCA transportation Company

Drivers smash safety record with amazing 2020 AFR
“Congrats all! We beat our
previous best by a large margin,”
said BCT General Manager Dan
Bernert as he shared the latest

Accident Frequency Rate (AFR)
throughout the company.
The year-end AFR for all drivers, Owner-Operators and Company Drivers, was .93 preventable accidents per million miles of
travel. That’s substantially less
than the previous low AFR of
1.11 in 2013.
“Particularly impressive was
the fact that we had no preventable accidents on the chip side,”
he added. Those three fleets ran
a total of 4 million miles with no
preventable accidents. “That’s a
first!,” Bernert said.

Charles Maben of McMinnville
Oregon, an Owner-Operator on
the Chip Fleet since 2003 was
one of four Million Mile Safe
drivers recognized in 2020. A
story on this driving milestone
appears on Page 4.

“ Equally impressive was the
fact that our Vancouver fleets
(Salem dedicated and Vancouver
Heavy Haul) navigated the Pacific Northwest without a preventable,” the GM reported. “And our
valued dedicated drivers in DeRidder ran over a million miles
with identical results.”
“The I-84 fleets ran a combined 1.87 miles with just one
preventable…..the list goes on,”
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Bernert said. “We’re certainly
proud of our drivers and their accomplishments.”
“Thanks to all the drivers for
really stepping up in 2020,” said
Randy Bailey, Manager of Driver
Services and Safety.
In his year ending AFR report, Bailey showed that drivers
logged 18.25 million miles with
only 17 preventable accidents.
There were 37 [reventable accidents in 2019.
There were three months in
2020 with zero preventable accidents and four months with just
one.

ACCIDENT FREQUENCY
2020 12-Month AFR
Preventable* AFR**

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

2
1
2
0
1
3
0
2
1
4
0
1
17

1.32
0.71
1.27
0.00
0.70
1.89
0.00
1.32
0.65
2.45
0.00
0.68
0.93

*Any accident in which our driver
failed by defensive driving to do
everything reasonable to prevent
the accident.
** The number of preventable
wrecks per million miles of travel.
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VP notes importance of trucking to PCA 2020 success
Congratulations to our
entire BCT
team! What a
year 2020
was. Your
commitment to
safety, service
and operating
efficiency
Ross Corthell,
really
PCA VP
showed and
I cannot be
more proud of how the Trucking
Division responded to all the
challenges thrown at us in the
last 12 months. Running north of
18 million miles, most of which
carrying PCA loads, highlights
just how impactful you all are on
the overall success of
PCA. When COVID-19 was first
recognized as a U.S. pandemic,

nobody predicted that PCA business would finish the year as
strong as it did. Your role in the
success of our supply chain has
been a valuable part of why PCA
differentiates ourselves to our
customers. Throughout it all, you
never wavered from doing the
hard to do, doing it safely, and
doing it on behalf of our customers’ successes. People, Customer and Trust is embedded in
PCA’s core values and BCT has
lived those values with laser focus. I’m proud to say that because of how you all have performed, PCA continues to invest
in the Trucking business for the
long haul (pun intended). This
has allowed us to modernize our
physical plant and equipment,
grow our fleet, and provide opportunities for our people. I’m

Welcome to new and returning
drivers who have joined the ranks of
BCT, Inc. and Boise Trucking
Operations during the past month.
Francisco Venegas of Pasco
Washington December 3 as a new spotter
in Wallula for Owner Robert Hurley.
Frederick Duffy of Carenco, Louisiana
December 10 as a new Owner-Operator out of
DeRidder.

“Throughout it all, you
never wavered from doing the hard to do, doing
it safely, and doing it on
behalf of our customers’
successes. “
particularly grateful to our professional drivers, both employees
and owner/operators, that have
shown up every day as essential,
front-line associates and done
what they do best… provide high
levels of service with health and
safety front and center. Thank
you all and let’s have another
great year in 2021.

-Ross Corthell
PCA VP Transportation

Jose Ramos Hernandez of Pasco,
Washington Dec. 28 as a new Centerline Driver
at Wallula.
Ricardo Naranjo of Los Angeles, California
December 28 as a new Staffmark Driver for
Commerce.

Earn extra cash!

David Washington of Hubbard, Texas
Dec. 16 as a new Company Driver at Waco.

Check out our Driver-to-Driver bonus
program for current drivers who help us connect
with future drivers. Page 12.

Frank Perez Medina of Kennewick,
Washington December 17 as a new OwnerOperator out of Wallula.

If you’re an Owner-Operator who knows a
driver who would be a good ‘fit’ for BCT ...

Call 1-800-544-5989, Opt. 5.
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Kudos to our safe drivers
Safety
Congratulations to our professional drivers and OwnerOperators who turned in another
outstanding performance with
regard to vehicular safety to finish out the year. They logged
1.47 million miles and recorded
one preventable accident resulting in an AFR of 0.68. BCT ended the year with an AFR of 0.93
preventable accidents per million
miles travelled….a world class
performance! We have been
measuring our vehicular safety
performance since 2002 and our
2020 AFR of 0.93 was an all-time
BCT best. Considering all the
distractions we were up against
this year (pandemic, hurricanes,
elections), to commit to constantly being aware of your surroundings and anticipating mistakes of
others, is an outstanding
achievement and you should all
be proud!
In addition to AFR milestone achievement:
•Congratulations to our Salem
Dedicated, Vancouver O/O, I-84
Company, DeRidder & Houston
dedicated, and both Richland
Dedicated fleets (Company and
O/O), all of whom finished the
year with zero preventable accidents.
•Congratulations to both Wallula Chip fleets (Company and O/

Load commitments:

“Fortunately, BCT is
blessed with many creative, capable folks that
make it happen every
day.”
O) as well as West side Chip
Fleet, all of which were preventable accident free after logging
over 4 million miles in
2020….another BCT first!
•Kudo’s to Marty Herring
(Wallula Company Chips),
Charles Maben (West Side Chips
O/O) and Joe Lewis (DeRidder
O/O) all of which joined the list of
70+ BCT drivers and owners that
have logged a million consecutive miles without a preventable
accident.
•Shout out for brothers Bob
and Frank Hurley (Wallula mill
spotting operation) who have collectively accumulated 74 years of
driving without a preventable accident.
We look forward to seeing
Rick Abbott (I-84 O/O) achieving
3 Million mile award and Paulo
Ramirez (DeRidder Company)
achieving 2 million mile award in
2021. Both are very close to respective milestones.
Things were not as rosy on

OTD Performance BCT vs. Competition
All WP Customers
OTD/ Day

Office MaxOTD/Day

WB MasonOTD/Day

BCT, Inc.

97.70

97.90

97.90

Core Carriers/3PL

97.00

97.50

97.60

Target

97.20

97.50

97.50

the personal
side of safety.
We had three
OSHA recordables’; fortunately none
were serious.
Dan Bernert
Our IR rate
BCT GM
(1.61) improved
compared to last year (3.57), but
we all know the only acceptable
rate is zero. We will resume SafeStart training (Ron Bates) when
everyone has been provided the
opportunity to get vaccinated.

Service
It goes without saying that
BCT takes on time delivery performance very seriously as indicated by the YE results for BWP
deliveries in table below. But
there is more to “service” than on
on-time delivery. Service is also
about commitment. If you commit
to delivering 18 loads/day of DeRidder rollstock to CTC/Waco,
TX, then you follow through and
make it happen. Fortunately,
BCT is blessed with many creative, capable folks that make it
happen every day.

Other
BCT Capital Budget was approved in November and we
were given ample funds to continue equipment replacement
cycles as well as growing the
fleets where it makes sense. This
year we will be adding 4 trucks to
the CTC/Waco fleet to handle
incremental backhaul business
from PCA plants in DFW area.
Based on what the plants are
currently paying for freight, we
can potentially save the plants
$500,000/year.
We are very excited about
(Continued on page 14)
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Million Mile Club drivers lead PCA/BCT safety
The average person drives around 15,000 miles a year, and
from the time they first get their license at around age 16,
they drive for probably 60 years. Using those numbers, drivers
would make it to about 900,000 miles. But, average drivers have
three to four accidents in a lifetime which make safe driving for a
million miles something far greater than average.
“It’s hard to get to a million
miles of driving if you’re not a
commercial driver,” said Randy
Bailey, Manager of Driver Services and Safety.
“It’s much more difficult to
drive a million miles without a
preventable accident,” he added.
In the past 20 years, BCT has
recognized nearly 80 drivers who
have accomplished that
goal...both Owner Operators and
Company Drivers. A few drivers
have passed the two and threemillion mile thresholds.
“For many of our professional
drivers, reaching this milestone is
one of the greatest accomplish-

ments of their driving careers,”
Bailey said.
Four drivers were added to
that list in 2020. All talk about
habits that help them predict
what’s going to happen on the
road and make adjustments to
avoid encounters with other vehicles or objects.
As one million mile driver
said: “ It’s taking driving a minute
at a time and keeping your focus
every minute of the way.”
Million Mile Club drivers have
their own techniques and habits
but they really do seem to line up
with Safestart safety concepts.
“They avoid rushing, frustration,
fatigue and complacency,” Bailey
said. He added that they keep
their heads in the game and
avoid as many distractions as
possible. “Our million milers

PCA driver Marty Herring was
honored in August after 24 years
with the company. His driving
career started as a tour bus driver for a group of Christian singers. He lives in Kennewick, Washington and hauls wood byproducts out of Wallula.
seem to be patient, they don’t get
rushed they stay calm even when
another motorist makes a bad
decision and...they slow down.”

Want to drive a million
miles all at once?
In January, Dave Bednorz of
Nampa, Idaho was recognized for
driving One Million Miles without
a preventable accident. The Nampa, Idaho man leased on with
BCT in 2010.

That's 40 times around
the Earth and it would
take you two years at 60
miles-per-hour.

Joe Lewis (featured in our December newsletter) came from a family of truck drivers. He leased to
BCT in 2013 and drives out of DeRidder. His career started driving
a cement mixer.
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Hurley moves easily from Semi to ‘Little Deuce Coupe’
When Matt Hurley is behind
the wheel of a PCA truck in and
around Columbus, Indiana, you
might not think of him as a musician who is often found in front of
thousands of people putting on a
concert several states away.
As the newest driver in the
Columbus fleet, Hurley has impressed Terminal Manager Robb
Roop. But the cheers come from
a much older crowd when his
Beach Boys tribute band “Sounds
of Summer” takes the stage
The band takes concert goers...many in their 60’s and 70’s
back to their youth with a group
of young people singing tight harmony about beaches, surfboards,
fast cars and young love. All
members of the band are in their
early 30’s as the Beach Boys
were in the height of their popularity.
For Hurley, music “was a
natural tendency.” His mom, aunt
and uncle played in a family band

which gave him a taste for music
of the times. Everybody in the
family was musically inclined. By
second grade, he was taking guitar lessons.
He started harmonizing
young with his cousin, a friend
and the friend’s cousin...family
links that Hurley feels gives
Sounds of Summer the kind of
biological genetics that allow their
voices to blend in a way the original Beach Boys did.
All four members of the band
have full time jobs (a physical
therapist, nurse, teacher and
driver). But they have talked
about playing full-time if the opportunity made itself available.
He said that 2020 would have
been a bad year to do that since
Covid only allowed them to do
seven shows. Normally they
would do as many as 25 shows
around the nation.

job while attending high school in
North Vernon, Indiana. He got
his permit and then CDL the next
summer. But after moving to Columbus, the drive to work in North
Vernon eventually became tiring.
When the opening at PCA became available just five minutes
from his home, he applied and
got the job.

Hurley started working at a
beer distributorship as a summer

He and his wife Kristen have
a two-year-old son, Grant.

Columbus Driver Matt Hurley

You can find the band on Facebook and at:
www.soundsofsummertribute.com

Sounds of Summer with Hurley in the passenger seat.

Matt Hurley, his wife Kristen and
son Grant. Matt and his wife are
also members of the Worship
Team at their church.
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We had our first annual food drive for the Vets One Stop. They had sent a message out to the community
for assistance. The Waco Team was glad to step up to assist. Waco Terminal Mgr. Ron Bates is pictured
with Bobbi Stewart of the Vets One Stop program.

BCT golfers win 40th Annual 18-Wheel Open
BCT golfers and retirees
crushed the opposing team from
Kenworth in the 18-Wheel
Open— a match that has been
held annually for 40 years.
The event was held on Octo-

ber 20, 2020 at Banbury Golf
Course in Eagle, ID. The format
was two man best ball with each
foursome consisting of two Kenworth golfers and two BCT golfers. Team scores combined from

each company determined the
winner. BCT won the event by 30
strokes. BCT teams included:

•

Brent Martell & Bryan Austin
(BCT Cummins Engine Account
Manager)

•

Dan Bernert & Brett Norseth
(Retired Boise Inc. Director of
Transportation)

•

Chris Linder and James Myers (BCT dedicated bartender at
The End Zone)

•

Steve Wright (Retired BCT
SoCal Terminal Manager) and
Mark Kirkland (PCA IT)

•

Randy Bailey and Mike
Hayes

Members of the BCT team included Randy Bailey, Chris Linder, Brent
Martell, Dan Bernert and Mike Hayes.

Weather was good and great
time was had by all. The BCT
win was number 29 against 11
losses. Special thanks go out to
Randy Bailey and Brian Deeds
(Boise KW Sales Account Mgr.)
for setting up the event.
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Drivers can make 2021 one of their best years ever
It’s safe to say that 2020 was
a rough year for just about
everybody, but we’re optimistic
as we look forward into 2021.
By making — and keeping! —
a few New Year’s resolutions,
you too could be in store for
your best year ever as a driver
or an Owner-Operator. Here
are New Year’s resolutions for
drivers in 2021:

1. Prioritize Safety.
There’s nothing more important
in 2021 than your personal health
and safety. To stay safe in the
new year, commit to following all
safety procedures, COVID precautions, and vehicle inspection
checklists. Additionally, at all
times keep yourself buckled-up,
remain alert by keeping the cab
cool and taking breaks if you
need them, and stay distractionfree while driving.

2. Put Down the Phone.
Speaking of distractions, please
let calls and texts wait until you
are parked. According to research, you are 6X more likely to
crash while dialing a call and 22X
more likely to crash while texting.
Yes, it’s very tempting, especially
when you know how much other
drivers might be looking at their
own devices, but keep the phone
in your pocket and live to drive
into 2022 and beyond.

3. Get Better Sleep.
Drowsy driving is dangerous driving. Consider these scary statistics: 60% of Americans have operated a vehicle when they felt
sleepy, nearly 40% have fallen
asleep while driving, and 17% of
fatal crashes are attributed to
drowsy driving. Clearly, it is abso-

during pit-stops. Sit-ups and
crunches, simple cardio, pushups and planks, strength training,
and stretching/yoga are all options to work into your schedule.
At minimum, try to walk enough
during breaks that it adds up to at
least an hour each day.
lutely essential that you resolve
to get the recommended 7 to 9
hours of sleep each night in the
new year.

4. Stay Connected.
Driving can be a lonely profession, not just for regional and
OTR truckers who spend days
and weeks away from home, but
also for local drivers and small
business owners who can get alltoo-easily wrapped up in daily
work. No matter your role in
2021, commit to more rest stop
phone-calls, video chats, letters,
and postcards to family and
friends. Your loved ones will appreciate it, and you will too.

5. Eat Healthier.
When you spend all day driving
from site to site, or all day on the
exact same highway, it’s tough to
find time to prepare and eat
healthy meals. Instead of sticking
with fast food, be proactive in the
new year by stocking up on
healthy food, from making lunches with plenty of fruits and veggies the night before work, to
buying a portable grill for cooking
lean meals when away for multiple days.

6. Exercise More.
Sitting in the driver’s seat doesn’t
exactly stretch and build up many
muscles. Keep trim in 2021 by
exercising as much as you can

7. Keep the Cab Clean.
Keeping the cab tidy can be one
of the easiest things to overlook
or put off, but picking things up
and doing some quick cleaning
can really transform the driving
experience. A clean cab is better
for your physical health, puts you
in a professional and productive
mindset, and gives you more
space. All these benefits make it
a great (and easy) goal to set in
the new year.

8. Make the Cab More
Homey.
Driving involves long hours in the
cab, whether you’re cruising on
long stretches of highway or going from site to site, so any
chance to settle in and make the
interior of the vehicle a little more
cozy is a welcome opportunity.
To make the cab feel less like
work and more like home, look
into accessories, decorations,
seat cushions, and even creating
fun or nostalgic music playlists.

9. See Something, Say
Something.
Drivers have the chance to be
heroes in 2021. Often criminals,
including human-traffickers, can
be found at places like truck and
rest stops, motels, gas stations,
and loading docks. This puts
them into the transient world of
(Continued on page 11)
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From: Mark Kowlzan, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Date: December 18, 2020

As 2020 draws to a close, COVID-19 still dominates the headlines. While we continue to be challenged by
the pandemic during this extraordinary year, our focus on meeting our commitments to our customers has not
wavered. In recent months, our packaging business has seen an unprecedented surge in demand, and all across
the company we have stepped up in response to our customers’ needs. Your ability to pull together and demonstrate outstanding teamwork ensures that PCA continues to be well-positioned for the future.
At last week’s meeting, PCA’s Board of Directors expressed how proud they were of the dedication and performance of the company’s employees and management as we navigated the pandemic. They adopted a resolution of commendation in recognition of our efforts. Speaking on behalf of PCA’s Board of Directors, Sam Mencoff,
Lead Director, commented: “The Board recognizes and is inspired by the extraordinary efforts made by
employees and management to maintain safe operations, serve PCA’s customers and successfully execute the company’s strategy during the unprecedented conditions brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic. PCA is stronger than ever as a result of these efforts and well-positioned to continue its profitable
growth and success in the future. We are proud to commend the company, its employees and management for their superb performance and unfailing dedication to operational excellence.”
I too am incredibly proud of everything you have achieved this year. All of you have continued to play a very
important role in helping our nation deal with this crisis. I am grateful to all of you for everything you have done to
ensure our nation’s supply chain remains uninterrupted. In spite of the challenges we face on a daily basis, you
have ensured that our customers receive the corrugated packaging they need to transport their products to market and the paper products they need to stay operational.
Needless to say, we are all still concerned by the accelerated infection rates across the country. But now,
with the FDA approval of the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID vaccine and the anticipated approval of the Moderna vaccine, there is hope that we can control the spread of the virus.
Earlier this week, the first vaccines rolled out of the Pfizer facility in Kalamazoo, Michigan, and the biggest
vaccination effort in American history has been set in motion. As every news channel was blanketed with images
of FedEx and UPS trucks leaving the Pfizer facility, it gave me great pride to see the vaccines being packaged in
boxes manufactured by PCA. All through this pandemic, you played an important role in ensuring essential products stayed on shelves, and now you have stepped up to meet the biggest logistical challenge of our lifetime.
The upcoming holidays are also known as the Season of Giving. This season, the best gift we can give is the
gift of good health. We are still a few months away from the vaccines being available to the general population. It
is therefore critical that we all continue to vigilantly follow public health guidance: Wear a mask. Wash your
hands. Maintain social distance. Your actions can save lives. Please take care of yourselves and each other.
I wish you and your family a wonderful holiday season and a healthy and happy new year!

1 North Field Court, Lake Forest, IL 60045 (800) 456-4725 www.packagingcorp.com
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DeRidder Trucking finds a way
to help the mill deal with storage
space and continue producing
Another “special project” for the DeRidder mill.
Due to high demand for paper and lack of availability
of railcars, the mill ran out of warehouse floor space
for the paper being produced. We were asked to load
rolls on our flatbed and transport it to another location within the mill for storage. It is a slow process
but has helped the mill avoid slowing down production or possibly storing rolls outside. A huge thanks
to the spotters for taking care of this.
-Steven Crain
DeRidder Terminal Mgr.
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Driver

Start

Location

Years

ABBOTT, RICK G
ASBURY, HEAROLD
ASBURY, TOMMY
BRADSHAW, CASS A
EATON, KENNETH

1/2/2001
1/19/2004
1/30/2007
1/9/2019
1/20/2016

LCC I-5 BCT
Columbus Container
Columbus Container
Waco Container
Jackson BCT

19
16
13
1
4

ENGLISH, CEDRIC
FINLEY, VENCENT

1/22/2007
1/22/2007

Waco Container
Waco Container

13
13

HOLLISTER, CHRISTOPHER M

1/15/2010

Waco Container

10

HURLEY, FRANK
MAGALLON, DANIEL
MASSEY, GALE A
MEDRANO, OMAR M
MONTGOMERY, ALTON L
ROBLES, MACLOBIO
ROSS, RODNEY L
RUSSELL, CLARK D
STONESTREET, RANDY D
WITHERS, SAMUEL T

1/1/1986
1/19/2010
1/2/2012
1/14/2014
1/22/2007
1/21/2019
1/16/2017
1/2/2018
1/22/2003
1/21/2016

Wallula Hurley
Wallula PCA Dedicated
Vancouver BCT
Wallula BCT
Waco Container
Wallula BCT
Waco Container
Waco Container
Wallula BCT
Columbus Container

34
10
8
6
13
1
13
2
17
4

CSA Reports for Owner Operators and Company Drivers
CSA
BASICS

UNSAFE
DRIVING

Intervention
Threshold

HOURS OFSERVICE

DRIVER
FITNESS

VEHICLE
MAINT.

CRASH
INDICAT.

ISS
Score

65%

65%

80%

80%

65%

Nov. 11, 2020

8%

38%

0%

71%

77%

60

Dec. 7, 2020

10%

36%

0%

74%

76%

60

Jan. 6,2021

10%

41%

0%

75%

70%

60

Nov. 11, 2020

1%

0%

0%

26%

9%

35

Dec. 7, 2020

0%

0%

0%

26%

0%

33

Jan. 6, 2021

1%

0%

0%

27%

0%

33

BCT, Inc.

Company

Inc. = Inconclusive

No Vios = No Violations

* = Exceeds

Improving

Alert
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Resolutions
(Continued from page 7)

drivers who are able to alert authorities and save lives. In the
new year, resolve to learn the
signs of criminal behavior and
contact authorities if you see anything suspicious.

10. Maintain Mental
Health.
Driving can be stressful and lonely, so — just like you should mon-

itor your physical health — keep
tabs on your mental wellbeing in
2021. Improve your job and life
satisfaction by maintaining positive relationships, staying active
physically and mentally, getting
enough sleep, and being willing
to talk to others, possibly even a
mental health professional, if you
need help.

of work with fun, fulfilling, and
relaxing activities. In the new
year, try a new hobby, from golf
or hunting to flying drones or
playing video games. If you have
friends or family nearby, spend
as much COVID-safe time with
them as possible, whether you go
on vacation or simply hang out at
home.

11. Make the Most
of Time Off.

By setting creative and productive New Year’s Resolutions for
2021, you could very well be
heading into your best driving
year yet.

One of the best ways to recharge
as a driver or small business
owner is to fill your time outside

Giant concrete pad creates workspace
and helps control dirt and snowmelt
Here are some photos of the new concrete
at the terminal. We quadrupled the amount of
surface on the east end of the shop and
squared up the west side.
The addition was poured to help direct rain
and melting snow away from the shop, add
usable floor space for mechanics, and help to
limit the amount of dirt drug in to the shop.

-Andy Sarrazin
Wallula Terminal Mgr.
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Winter brings tough
road conditions.
Tony Humburg

Fred
If you’re
an Owner-Operator
McCoy

Recommend a new
Owner-Operator to

BCT and earn cash!

Most accidents can be
avoided if you slow down
and increase following
distance.




Eric Jenkins

“Finding
good OwnerOperators is
important to
BCT. We
feel our own
-Pat Robinson
drivers are
the best source of new
people who meet our
safety and service
standards.”
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caused damage to the right
bumper, fender, radiator and air
lines.

Construction zone
Parked Owner hit
An Owner-Operator was
parked at an Alabama truck stop
near Grove Hill December 2
when he was hit by another vehicle. The evening accident happened when the tractor-trailer rig
attempted to park in the adjoining
space. There were scrapes on
the trailer and two lights damaged.

Deer takes on BCT
A deer jumped in front of a
Company truck the morning of
Dec. 2 on Highway 190 near
Newton, Texas. The collision

The afternoon of Dec. 7 a
Company Driver was in a construction zone in Beaumont ,
Texas with barriers on both sides
and narrow lanes when his left
mirror was clipped by a passing
semi. The PCA driver stopped at
the next exit but the other driver
continued on.

Hit and run
A Company Driver was involved in an afternoon hit and
run accident Dec. 11. As the
PCA driver was passing a freeway entrance in the right lane, a
vehicle driving on the shoulder
tried to merge onto the freeway
striking the PCA tractor but did
not stop. Passenger side steps of

the tractor were damaged.

No. 2 hits No. 1
A Toyota pulled onto Route
15 near Thurmont, Maryland the
morning of December. He pulled
in front of a PCA truck and the
driver was unable to avoid a collision. The company truck received damage to the left front
and side. The Toyota was totaled.

Highway collision
A Company Driver was traveling on Highway 290 in Houston, Texas when he collided
with another vehicle. The other
vehicle then spun in front of the
PCA tractor.

Blowout damage
A blowout of the left steer tire
of an Owner Operator’s truck
damaged the fender, bumper,

“My family is my reason for working safe,
life is full of fleeting
moments and I want to
be around for as many
of those moments as
possible.”

-Chance West
DeRidder Service Mgr.
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Kudos
One way we thank
others for their help
making our business
work and better serving our
customers safely.

Thanks to BCT folks
for helping drivers

Trucking
roads: Alan Massey,Mike Allen,Nacho Nuno,John Frind,
Damir Juresic,Brennan M, Sinsia
Mavrak,Curtis Anderson,Todd
Roos Bob Patterson,Dan
Bier,Kevin Shields,Ryan
Holmes,Pat Gerber,Jeff
Earp,Mark Stevenson,Terry
Blair,Alfonsoieeidra,Brian Blaylock and Mike Dalton

From Amy Barron
Jackson Terminal Mgr.

Hage help around
holidays appreciated

Thank you to Chris Linder
and Laurie Newman for always
working with my drivers to get
them paid for the trips they turn in
every week. Especially when we
are asking for last minute loads
to be paid. It is very much appreciated.

From Mike Hayes
Operations Mgr.

Vancouver, Salem crew
applauded for safety
From Rebecca Moore
Vancouver Terminal Mgr
Shout out to the Vancouver
Owners and Salem Dedicated. I
would like to say THANK YOU to
our Owner Operator fleet and Salem Dedicated for an AFR of zero.
Your guys have made 12
consecutive months with zero
accidents or preventables. Thank
you for your outstanding work
ethics and staying safe out on the

Manager’s Report
(Continued from page 3)

OCC plant in Wallula starting up
next month (February). Inbound
OCC moves to Wallula will fill
empty lanes for Vancouver
heavy haul, I-84 O/O and Boise
Company heavy haul fleets.
BCT rebated $1.55 million back

Once again I’d like to thank
Mike Hage for helping with vacation relief around the Holidays.
Planning around Christmas and
New Year is always a real hassle, with plant closures, weather
concerns, drivers on vacation,
etc. On top of that we have
month end/ year end quandaries
with everyone frantically pushing
to get things done, it’s really no
fun. Thanks for your efforts Hage.

Commerce has one of
all-time best years

time. Thanks for your commitment to safety and service.

Holiday help serves
Columbus customers
From Rob Roop
Columbus Terminal Mgr.
Joe England, Mike Day and
Kenny Chandler came in over
the Christmas break to deliver
boxes to customers in need. Appreciate these guys coming in to
serve our customers.

Drivers beat obstacles
affecting 2020 work
From Shaun Reilly
Allentown Terminal Mgr.

Kudos to the Allentown fleet
for a great 2020. There were
many obstacles to deal with during their daily work load. Tim,
Jeff, Luis, Vinny, Gustavo, Steve all performed to highest standards with old and new customers
which lead us to secure repetitive volumes of freight to keep
the operation running.

From Abel Franco
Commerce Terminal Mgr.

Customer applauds
special driver efforts

Kudos! To the Commerce
Company Drivers who in 2020
finished strong and had one of
our best safe driving years of all-

To Load Planner Shana
Freedman from Tegrin
Sanchez at Hexacomb Arlington regarding a load from CA
to TX:

to PCA mills and corrugated
plants as part of our commitment
to remain EBITDA neutral…..good stuff! Trucks bring it!
2020 results reflect an outstanding performance from a
very capable group of people
that I am fortunate to have the
pleasure to work with. Be safe,
stay healthy, be on time and be
proud of your accomplishments!

That’s outstanding, Shana! You guys are an absolute life
-saver and saving us a ton of $
on the freight costs! It’s nice to
have internal resources available
when the market turns into what
its turned into with this doggone
pandemic.
We sincerely appreciate you
and your drivers! Have a wonderful day!
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Sharing your truck
during COVID Times
Hey guys just wanted to
reach out to you and ask that you
tidy up your truck at the end of
your shift. I know most all do not

share your truck with anyone but
there are times that other drivers
or vendors may need to drive it
or service it. As you all know
COVID is at the forefront and it's
important to keep your truck
picked and wiped down for the

next person that may need to use
it.
Thank you for taking the few
extra minutes to wipe down your
area.

Rebecca Moore
Vancouver Terminal Mgr.

Cory Collins adds
another work year

DeRidder Terminal Mgr. Steven Crain sent in a photo of the Safety Elf
seen with mask and disinfectant spray ready the BCT newsletter

Steven
Crain noted the
16th anniversary of Load
Planner Cory
Collins last
month thanking
for his work at
the terminal.
General
Collins
Manager Dan
Bernert added:
“Congratulations! Time flies
when you’re having fun…right?
Had a conversation with Steven
Horton and Brian Posner (DR
spotters) this morning and both
mentioned that you and Steven
are great to work for and always
have time for their issues.
Always great to hear good
feedback from the troops. BCT
is very fortunate to have you on
our team.
Thanks for all you do!”
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Go to: www.protread.com/
1.Click Pro-Tread “User Login”
2.Login:
User ID: YourName (no space be
tween
names)
User ID: YourName (again, exactly
the same)
3. Site ID: Type in “200744”
4.Click “Login”
5.Chose “Lesson Menu”
6.Choose “All Lessons By Title”
7.Choose “Roadside Inspections”
8.Disclaimer ... Choose “Accept”
9.Lesson loads and starts automatically
10.You see “Congratulations” when
completed.
Click “Stop” button to get credit for completing the lesson.

Safety training for the
Professional Drivers
of PCA & BCT

